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Controlled syntheses of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are highly desirable for nanoelectronic applications. To 
date, metallic catalyst particles have usually been deemed unavoidable for the nucleation and growth of 
any kind of CNTs. Ordered arrays of nanotubes have been obtained by controlled deposition of the 
metallic catalyst particles. However, the presence of metal species mixed with the CNTs represents a 
shortcoming for most electronic applications, as metal particles are incompatible with silicon 
semiconductor technology. Recently it has been shown that it is possible to create nanotubes without the 
presence of metallic catalysts, by using SIO2, Ge and other non-metallic nanoparticles. Here we report on 
a metal-catalyst-free synthesis of CNTs, obtained through Ge nano-particles on Si(001) surfaces patterned 
by nanoindentation and by Focused Ion Beam. By using acetylene as the carbon feedstock gas in a low-
pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) system, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) have been 
grown, and they appear to arise from smallest Ge islands. In a metal-catalyzed CVD nanotubes grow 
usually in entangled bunches with high density; conversely, in our experiment only a few nanotubes form, 
but they sprout only in specific positions. The CNTs and the Ge three-dimensional structures have been 
analysed by SEM, EDX and AFM in order to assess their elemental features and properties. EDX and 
SEM results confirm the absence of any metallic contamination on the surface, indicating that the CNTs 
are originated from the Ge nanocrystals. 
 
